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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a new scheme to speed up fractal image compression based on HV partition. In this scheme, we propose

a new approach based on character track that can speed up the process of searching appropriate domain blocks. In this

technique we first abstract the range block's characters, then when we searching in the domain block pool, only domain

blocks which characters are exactly fit with the range block could transact the process of matching. The experimental result

shows that with this technique we can improve the speed of encoding more one hundred times than the original algorithm

(without any accelerate technique).
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1. ThITRODUCTION

With the development of multimedia technology, the three fields that are computer network, telecommunication and

broadcasting will connect together, use of video and images is becoming increasingly popular. Because their data is very

large, they require large channel bandwidth and storage space. The original image should be compressed for data handling,
storage, and transmission. The demand for more and better images has intensified the research in image compression. The

fractal image compression is an attractive encoding method which based on IFS(iterated function system) self-similarity

characteristics and the observation that all real-world image are rich in affine redundancy. M. F. Barnsley showed that the

compression ratio of fractal image compression can arrive to very high12, but it needed manual work. A. E. Jacquin

introduced first practical fractal block coding approach3, which implemented computer automating encoding, fractal
coding had aroused a great deal of interest as a new promising image compression technique. In this technique, the original

image is divided into Nr nonoverlapping range blocks and Nd overlapping domain blocks, where dimension of latter is

greater. Then, for each range block, the most similar domain block is found using minimum mean square error criterion.

However, because the intensive computation of search match of the fractal image coding is extremely high, its encoding

time is very long. Therefrom, Many attempts have made to improve the encoding process518 and decoding process1920. For
example, classification schemes have been developed to alleviate the heavy computation of full search and speed-up

encoding, such as classification based on brightness levels, variance, vector quantization and archetype5, human visual

system6, and incorporated with a fuzzy classifier7, the wavelet coefficients8, clustering process9 etc. The main idea of block

classification is to categorize the range and domain blocks into different classes according to above features, the searching

process is then restricted to the same category.

To enhance compression ratios, several ways to partition image have been introduced, such as quadtree partition, HV

(horizontal or vertical) partition, Edge-based partition, Hexagonal partition5, triangular'°11, diamond partition'2 and quadtree
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recomposition'315 etc. The most commonly used method is quadtree partition, for this kind of partition is easy to be carried

out and the classification (general four levels according size) of domain blocks can be repeated use. But the experimental

results show that HV partition is obviously better than quadtree partition, when the image's texture is smooth and the

structure of image is not very complex. However, the size of range blocks created by HV partition is the more variable than

quadtree partition, therefore we could hardly use the strategy of pre-classify and other pretreatment. This problem has

restrained the practical application of HV partition for a long time.

This article present a fast algorithm of fractal image compression based on HV partition. In this approach, we use a

method of character track while searching for the appropriate domain block. The three character standards we abstract are

respectively based on the distributing of brightness, the gray difference and the gray ratio. The experimental results show

that with this technique we may improve the encoding speed more than one hundred times than the original HV algorithm

(without any acceleration).
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly describe the theory and application of fractal image

compression. In Sec. 3, we introduce how HV partition work. Then, in Sec. 4, we present the algorithm based on character

track. Next, in Sec. 5, we show the method of fast implement of character track. Finally, in Sec. 6, we give experimental

results and conclude the paper.

2. THE THEORY AND APPLICATION OF FRACTAL IMAGE COMPRESSION

In this section, we briefly review the theory of fractal image compression and introduce automatic fractal encoding

approach.

2.1. The Theory of Fractal Image Compression

If (Rn, d) is a Euclidean space, X{I I is a close set (digital image) in R ), d is a metric on R ,then we can get a derived

metric h on X as follows. For arbitrary A, B ER , let

h(A , B) = maxsup infd(x, y),sup infd, x), (1)
t._ xEA y€B yEB xeA j

where mar denote maximum, sup supremum and infis infimum, then h is said to the Hausdorffmetric. So the set X of digital

images is endowed with a topological structure and become an image space X Ii). It's a complete metric space.

Mathematical bases of fractal image compression are mainly Iterated function systems (IFS) theorem, Contraction

mapping theorem and Collage theorem21.

An iteratedfunction system consists of a complete metric space (R ,d) together with a fmite set of contraction mappings

w: R -R In complete metric space (X, I,), for arbitrary a contraction mapping w: X—X, w has a unique fixed point
(attractor), which is an image in the image space. Union of the contraction mappings in an iterated function system is just a

contraction mapping in the image space. Therefore an iterated function system can determine an image. This provides

mathematical base of decoding for fractal image compression. For a fixed image I, how can we find an IFS, whose attractor

is approach to 1? The collage theorem gives a wonderful answer as follows:

If (X, h) is an image space, let I EX, e O be given. Choose an IFS{ R: w1, w2, ..., w} with contractivity factor

O<s<1, such that

hI,U wi(i)J � , (2
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Then

h(I,A)� S
(3)

1—s
where A is attractor of the IFS. This result shows that if union of images w(I) (i=1,2, ••N) of contraction mappings
approach image I, then attractor A ofJFS correspondingly approach to I. This gives theoretical base of fractal block coding.

Fractal block encoding for a given image is chiefly to find one IFS whose attractor approaches original image and record

their correlative parameters. Fractal image decoding is mainly to reconstruct IFS by the parameter and generate attractor of
the IFS.

2.2. Conventional Fractal Image Encoding Approach

In fractal image coding, the most popular techniques are as follows:

2.2.1. Image partition.

For given image I, we first partition the image I by some approach5' '° into many range blocks R1 , R2, •••, RN ,such that

I= R . when i j R1 n R1 = 0. (4)

We also partition the image I into some domain blocks, denoted by D1, D, •••, D,, which should be larger than the range
block in order to fulfill the contraction condition. The set { D1, D,, •••D, } is said to domain block pool.

2.2.2. Metric on images

For an image space, we have known that there is a hausdorif metric. Of course, there are many metrics that measure the

distance between two images. However in practical fractal image encoding, we should choose the simplest and the easiest
computational a metric. For example45,

IfX is a set of images, f(x,y), g(x,y) EX, (x,y) 812, then

drms (f,g) = {f(x,y)— g(x,y)]2 (5)
(x,y)E12

is a root mean square (rms) metric. And

(f' g) = sup f(x, y) —g(x,y) (6)
(x,y)€12

is a supremum metric.

2.2.3. Search and match

During the encoding, for each R, we should seek from domainpool a suitable D1 that is the best-match block under some

contraction mapping, namely, d(w, (D1) ,R1) is minimum or less than some given threshold. These self-similarity searches

are very computationally intensive as compared to other algorithm, such as wavelet algorithm, JPEG algorithm etc. Now,
classification schemes59 and fast search schemes'6'8' 22have accelerated the search-match process effectively, and decreased
encoding time greatly.

2.2.4. Contraction mapping
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In search-match process, we use contraction mappings w, (i=1,2, N) which are three-dimensional transformations:

x w1, w21 0 x e.

WI Y w3 w4, o + , i=1,2, ••N (7)

z 0 0 S1 Z 0,

where s,, o denote the contrast factor and intensity shift respectively. The 3D transformations include a 2D spatial

transformation and a JD grey level transformation. In practice, the 2D spatial mappings are usually contracting (0, ir/2, 7r,

3 ir/2) rotations and reflections (in x-axis, y axis, line y= which determine the shape and position of attractor of IFS.

The computation of optimal values for s, and o, is as follows:

For given two image blocks containing n pixel intensities, a1, a2, a,, (sampling pixel intensities or average pixel

intensities from Di), b1, b2, b,, (from R),

f :;=1 a — (::= a1 )2 0, then S = 0 , o = :;- :::= b1

f :;=1 a — :;= a1 )2 0, then

[n akbk ak ,b1j (8)
Si -

[nE=i
a - a

oi =11bk -skIak)

2.2.5. Distortion measure

Distortion of image in fractal image encoding is measured by the Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).It is defmed as5

PSNR = 20log10 J (9)

where 1 is the largest possible value of the signal (typically 255 for grey image) ,and d is the rms difference between two

images, namely, _________________

d=rms =i(ai—biY (10)

where a1, a2, •• ; a,(from w, (Di)) and b1, b2, b,, (from R ) are pixel intensities.

3. THE 1W PARTITION APPROACH

In quadtree partition, during the search-match, range block R,, without to find appropriate domain block to match, is always

to be partitioned into four same sub-blocks, when the size of range block R, could not reach the minimum set in advance.

However, observing self-similarity characteristics, many of these range blocks needn't always to be partitioned into four

same sub-blocks, sometimes they need only to be partitioned two sub-blocks, which can match with appropriate domain

blocks. Obviously, in this case the quadtree algorithm may produce some redundancy of range blocks. Actually, HV

partition may conquer this disadvantage, because we only partition range block by HV partition into two parts horizontally

or vertically based on the image texture. For each block R that we want to partition to two sub-blocks, how can we choose

partition line? We should consider three factors at the same time: 1) partition line parallel to the short side of block R1; 2)

partition line is close to the center of R; 3) partition line is drawn along some tangent of boundary. Y. Fisher5 has given a

algorithm of HV partition as follows:
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If for 0 i<N and 0 j<M denote the pixel values in the block R., where M, N denotes the height, width of theblock R
respectively. Then ''k rk, Erk/ the summation of pixel values in it/i line, kth colunm respectively. Set

h1 =
min(lM_/1)r _rk,l+lJ

(11)

min(k,N—k—1)(
Vk N — 1 rkl —

rk+lI

and let

H(L)max{ /h1 I :1=1,2, ;M}
V(K)=max{ IVk I :k=1,2, ,N}

IfH(L)> V(K), then we make the partition at the No. L line;

IfH(L)< V(K), then we make the partition at the No. K column;

IfH(L)=V(K), then we make the partition parallel the narrow side ofthe block R,.

For the two sub-blocks of block R1, if we could find appropriate domain blocks to match with them, then thepartition of
the block R, is finished. We could record the encoding data of two sub-blocks only instead of four sub-blocks, so HV
partition enhances the encoding efficiency. However about classification scheme, it is easy to implement, and rate of

repeatmg use of domain block classes is very high in quadtree partition. But HV partition has not this advantage. How can

we speed up the fractal block coding in the HV partition m order to use the higher encoding efficiency? Now wepose a new
idea about it.

4. THE ALGORITHM BASED ON CHARACTER TRACK

Because sizes of range blocks R are varieties in the HV partition, if we categorize the domain blocks as in quadtree partition,
then we would meet great computation. It isn't practical. So we propose a new scheme which be called "character track".

4.1. The Basic Idea ofCharacter Track

During the search-match in the HV partition, for each range block R,, first some characters of therange block R1 are abstract
by some kinds of standards we set in advance. Then the search is done through the domain block pool, step by step,
according to the characters. Finally only those domain blocks whose characters are fit with therange block's characters
exactly could be matched with the range block R.

To minimize the complexity of the character abstracting and avoid the unnecessary search, there are three aspects as
follows that must be considered.

1) Characteristic standards are divided into several levels, its computational intension is from low to high. Forexample,
first characteristic level must be the simplest to compute; and second characteristic level is simpler to compute than
third; third characteristic level is simple to compute etc. And computation of next level uses enough the front
computation results.

2) So-called "character track" mean that using the characteristic standards tracks domain blocks with same characters
from domain block pool. It isn't to categorize domain block pool.

3) The search process is just the track process. Set

T, =(D, I D, (7 EA) are domain blocks with ith level, A is an index set), i=1, 2, N.
For each range block Rk, first, using Ith level excludes a great deal domain blocks in domain block pool from match and
gets set T1. Next, using 2th level fmds set T2from the set '1 Thirdly, using 3th level gains set T3 from the set T2, ... Lastly,
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using N-lth level obtains set TNfrom the set TNJ Then the range block Rk matches only with D, ETN.

Using the scheme of characteristic track will decrease greatly computational intension during the search-match. Therefore

it speed up the fractal encoding based on HV partition. Next we give its a concrete and simple example.

4.2. An Algorithm of Characteristic Track

For characteristic standards, there are many ways to choose. Here, we propose three kinds of character criterions with

different complexities (from low to high) as follows.

4.2. 1 . Three characteristic levels

First characteristic level:

We suppose that the image block R is made up of four parts (Left-Up, Right-Up, Left-Bottom, Right-Bottom), then

calculate the summation of pixels' value as brightness. Let B1, B2, B3, B4 denotes the gray value summation of Left-Up,

Right-Up, Left-Bottom, Right-Bottom respectively. And we could always regard the Left-Up part as the brightest part
through transform. Then we regard the sequence ofB1 (i—1,2,3,4) as the first character.

Second characteristic level:

Suppose BJ>B2>B3>B4, where B. is the gray value summation in one of the four parts. Let V1= B1- B2, V2= B2- B3, V3=

B3- B,, then regard the sequence of V1. V2. V3 as the second character.

Third characteristic level:

Suppose BJ>B2>B3>B4. Let A = B1 /B4, p = B/B3. Ifeither B3 or B4 is equal to zero, then the value of ( A , p ) is not

exist, we can transact it separately. Ifthe values of ( A , i ) exist, then they form the third character.

4.2.2. The process of character track

For each range block R to be matched, first its three characteristic levels are computed, next domain blocks with same

characters are tracked, level by level, according to the three levels, then the process of matching are carried out.

In those three standards, the fore two levels are easy to be calculated. Using them to track can greatly reduce the scope

of domain blocks to match. The third standard is based on the character of self-similarity scale. It's different from the first

and second standard in the way of application. We first get rid of the mean-value of the sub-block, then calculate ( AR

Ii R ) as the character of range block R., ( A D D ) as the character of domain block D,.

Given 8, e >0. Let A Rt A D' R512 D If s,z' 6[J- 8, 1+ e], then we may regard the character of range block

and domain block as same in this level. We could adjust the value of 5, e to fulfil the applications request. [1- 5, 1+ e]

may be explained as a kind of glide window.

5. THE METHOD OF FAST IMPLEMNET OF

A:
CHARACTERISTIC TRACK : fI

In practical application of the HV partition, to speed up encoding, we use [ I
•

the algorithm ofcharacteristic track with the following techniques.

From the statistic data, we could find that the nearing space around a

range block has more probability to contain the appropriate domain block.

So we adopt a kind of screwy extend search way, which center is the range Fig. 1 Search way

block R, (see Figure 1, solid line rectangle denotes R,, another D1,
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arrowhead direction is the search way). In this way. threshold (error) E that is usually variable dependent on the area of I?

must be appointed. During search, once match error arrives to less than the threshold, the corresponding 0, is record, and the

search for the R1 finished. The step size of search, that is a constant value or a variable value from small to hi,. gradually. s

set in advance. We use four kinds of spatial transformations: rotations of 0. a and reflections in X—axis. Y—axis.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESU II'S AN!) CONCLUSIONS

Using the algorithm of the three standards above, we have done sonic experiments, representative results is Ibliowing.

6.1. Fxperimental Result

Program running environment is PC computer: Cyrix 133MHz. 32M memory. l"or the convenience of compare. all the data

of code are stored in its original form, without doing any kind of noiseless coding.

6.1.1. An experiment using HV partition and quadtree partition

We take a frame (Fig. 2(a)) from VCD film. Its texture is moderate smooth and its structure isn't very complex. For this

image. we use both methods, HV partition (propose algorithm) and quadtree partition5, to compress it respectively.

Compression results are following.

Table I Compression ratio, PSNR. range blocks for HV and quadtree partition

NO. Partition Algorithm Compression Ratio PSNR Range Blocks

Fig. 2(b) Quadtree 22: 1 36.8 3139

Fig. 2(c) HV 30: 1 36.0 1883

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 (a) Original image. (b) Quadtree compression. (c) [IV compression.

The experimental results show that the efficiency of HV partition is obviously higher than quadtree partition fl.r texture

smooth and structure simple image.

6.1.2. The compression time comparison

Compression time of image is dependent on computer, program and parameter. For an image. using same computer and

same program, its compression times are different for different parameters. Several experiments show that encodinc an

image spends a few minutes in the proposed algorithm, almost ten hours in sufficient search. Of course, the proposed

algorithm encoding reduces PSNR from I to 2 dB and exchange more one hundred times speed-up than sufficient search.

Why is the coding time difference so large? We explain it by statistic data from coding a 5 12 X 5 12 lenna image. In our

proposed algorithm, the image is partitioned to 1639 blocks, the step size of search is 4, and match times is 310000. lhe

average area of a sub-block is 160. The average match times of each sub-block are 189. For a sub-block whose area is 160.
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suppose it is a square, by step size 4 and four transformations with shrinking factor 2. its average match times for sufficient

search is about 59200, which is more than 300 times than 189. However the characteristic abstract is computation sniple. ii

spends little time. This is the reason that the character track encoding enhances speed more one hundred times than the
sufficient search algorithm

6.1.3. Another experiment in the HV partition

13\ character track algorithm based on HV partition, we record following data for the 512 X 512 Lenna grar image under
two diFferent threshold parameters.

Table I Two rcsulis under ditierent parameter for 512 512 Lenna
No. CR FSNR Rongi l3tocks 1 iuio (sor)

Fig. 1 24.5: 1 SR. 6 3317 /50 —
Fig. 2 40. 3: 1 27.0 1406 520

6.2. Conclusion

In the article, we propose the new idea about character track based on the HV partition, and implement an its three character

standards algorithm. The experimental results show that using the proposed algorithm may improve the encoding speed
more one hundred times, and bear lost PSNR from I to 2 dB cost than the original algorithm. Meanwhile we also see that

the advantage of HV partition in partition efficiency is evident. Although our given algorithm enhances the encoding speed

in the liv partition greatly. its encoding speed is little lower than quadtree algorithm with classification scheme.
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